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(selections from Library Reads, GoodReads, The New York Times, The Washington Post, 
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1000 years of joy 
and sorrows : 

a memoir 

The 1619 project : 
a new origin story 

Aftershocks : 
a memoir 

Against silence : 
poems 

Against white 
feminism : 

notes on disruption 

     

AI 2041 : 
ten visions for 

our future 

Albert and the whale : 
Albrecht Dürer and 
how art imagines 

our world 

All that she carried : 
the journey of 
Ashley’s sack, 
a black family 

keepsake 

All the frequent 
troubles of our days : 

the true story of 
the American woman 

at the heart of the 
German resistance 

to Hitler 

America on fire : 
the untold history 
of police violence 

and black rebellion 
since the 1960s 
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American baby : 
a mother, a child, 
and the shadow 

history of adoption 

Amoralman : 
a true story and 

other lies 

The Anthropocene 
reviewed : 

essays on a human-
centered planet 

Atlas of the heart : 
mapping meaningful 

connection and 
the language of 

human experience 

Baking with Dorie : 
sweet, salty & simple 

     

Beautiful country : 
a memoir 

Becoming heroines : 
unleashing our power 

for revolution 
and rebirth 

Better, not bitter : 
living on purpose in 
the pursuit of social 

justice 

Between two 
kingdoms : a memoir 
of a life interrupted 

Black food : stories, 
art, and recipes from 

across the African 
diaspora 

     

Black smoke : African 
Americans and the 

united states of 
barbecue 

The book of difficult 
fruits : arguments for 
the tart, tender, and 
unruly (with recipes) 

Book of the other : 
small in comparison 

Born in blackness : 
Africa, Africans, and 

the making of the 
modern world, 1471 to 
the Second World War 

Broken horses : 
a memoir 
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Broken 
(in the best 

possible way) 

Burning boy : 
the life and work of 

Stephen Crane 

The Caesars Palace 
coup : how a billionaire 
brawl over the famous 

casino exposed the 
power and greed of 

Wall Street 

Call us what 
we carry : poems 

Castaway mountain : 
love and loss among 

the wastepickers 
of Mumbai 

     

The cause : the 
American Revolution 

and its discontent, 
1773-1783 

Certain and 
impossible events 

Change your world : 
how anyone, 

anywhere can make 
a difference 

Chasing me to my 
grave : an artist’s 

memoir of the Jim 
Crow South 

Chatter : the voice in 
our head, why it 

matters, and how to 
harness it 

     

Chetna’s 30 minute 
Indian : quick and easy 

everyday meals 

Children under fire : an 
American crisis 

Churchill’s shadow : 
the life and afterlife 
of Winston Churchill 

Code breaker : 
Jennifer Doudna, gene 
editing, and the future 

of the human race 

Colorization : 
one hundred years 

of black films in 
a white world 
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The confidence men : 
how two prisoners of 
war engineered the 

most remarkable 
escape in history 

Cook real Hawai’i : 
a cookbook 

Cook this book : 
techniques that teach 
and recipes to repeat : 

a cookbook 

The Copenhagen 
trilogy : childhood – 
youth – dependency 

Courage is calling : 
fortune favors 

the brave 

     

Covered with night : 
a story of murder 

and indigenous justice 
in early America 

Craft in the real world : 
rethinking fiction 

writing and 
workshopping 

Crime without 
a name : ethnocide 
and the erasure of 
culture in America 

The crooked path to 
abolition : Abraham 
Lincoln and the anti-
slavery constitution 

Crying in H Mart : 
a memoir 

     

The cult of We : 
WeWork, Adam 

Neumann, and the 
great startup delusion 

Cultish : 
the language 
of fanaticism 

Curb The dawn of 
everything : 

a new history 
of humanity 

Dear senthuran : 
a black spirit memoir 
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Debt trap : 
how student loans 
became a national 

catastrophe 

Decoding greatness : 
how the best in 

the world reverse 
engineer success 

Demystifying disability: 
what to know, 

what to say, and 
how to be an ally 

The devil you know : 
a black power 

manifesto 

The disordered cosmos 
: a journey into dark 
matter, spacetime, & 

dreams deferred 

     

Dopamine nation : 
finding balance in 

the age of indulgence 

The dope : 
the real history of the 
Mexican drug trade 

Driving while brown : 
Sheriff Joe Arpaio 
versus the Latino 

resistance 

Eat, habibi, eat! : 
fresh recipes, for 
modern Egyptian 

cooking 

Elegy for Mary Turner : 
an illustrated account 

of a lynching 

     

The empathy diaries : 
a memoir 

Empire of pain : 
the secret history of 
the Sackler dynasty 

Extraterrestrial : the 
first sign of intelligent 

life beyond earth 

Facing the mountain : 
a true story of 

Japanese American 
heroes in World War II 

The family Roe  
an American story 
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A fatal thing happened 
on the way to the 
forum : murder in 

ancient Rome 

Finding the mother 
tree : discovering the 
wisdom of the forest 

Flight of the diamond 
smugglers : a tale of 
pigeons, obsession, 

and greed along 
Coastal South Africa 

Floaters : 
poems 

Flying blind : 
the 737 MAX tragedy 
and the fall of Boeing 

     

Four hundred souls : 
a community history 
of African America, 

1619-2019 

Four lost cities : 
a secret history of 

the urban age 

Four thousand weeks : 
time management 

for mortals 

The free world : 
art and thought in 

the Cold War 

Freedom 

     

From a whisper to a 
rallying cry : the killing 

of Vincent Chin and 
the trial that 

galvanized the Asian 
American movement 

Fulfillment : 
winning and losing 

in one-click America 

Fuzz : 
when nature breaks 

the law 

Gay bar : 
why we went out 

Gentrifier : 
a memoir 
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Getting to zero : how 
to work through 

conflict in your high-
stakes relationships 

A ghost in 
the throat 

Girlhood The glass 
constellation : 

new and collected 
poems 

The God equation : 
the quest for a theory 

of everything 

     

Goldenrod : 
poems 

The good girls : 
an ordinary killing 

The great dissenter : 
the story of John 
Marshall Harlan, 

America’s judicial hero 

The grizzly in the 
driveway : the return 
of bears to a crowded 

America West 

Halfway home : 
race, punishment, 
and the afterlife of 
mass incarceration 

     

The haunting of 
Alma Fielding : 

a true ghost story 

Hoarders House of sticks : 
a memoir 

How the word is 
passed : a reckoning 
with the history of 

slavery across America 

Huddle : 
how women unlock 

their collective power 
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Human frontiers : 
the future of big 
ideas in an age of 

small thinking 

A hunter-gatherer’s 
guide to the 21st 

century : evolution and 
the challenges of 

modern life 

Hurts so good : 
the science & culture 

of pain on purpose 

I have been buried 
under years of dust : 
a memoir of autism 

and hope 

Immune : 
a journey into the 
mysterious system 

that keeps you alive 

     

In the eye of the wild In the weeds : around 
the world and behind 

the scenes with 
Anthony Bourdain 

Invisible child : 
poverty, survival 

& hope in an 
American city 

The isolation artist : 
scandal, deception, 
and the last days of 

Robert Indiana 

Jew-ish, a cookbook : 
reinvented recipes 

from a modern 
mensch 

     

Journey to the edge 
of reason : 

the life of Kurt Gödel 

July : 
poems 

Just as I am : 
a memoir 

Karma : 
a yogi’s guide to 

crafting your destiny 

Kennedy’s avenger : 
assassination, 

conspiracy, and 
the forgotten trial 

of Jack Ruby 
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King Richard : 
Nixon and Watergate – 

an American tragedy 

The kissing bug : 
a true story of 

a family, an insect, 
and a nation’s neglect 

of a deadly disease 

Land : 
how the hunger for 
ownership shaped 
the modern world 

Last best hope : 
America in crisis 

and renewal 

Last call : 
a true story of love, 
lust, and murder in 

queer New York 

     

Last chance Texaco : 
chronicles of an 

American troubadour 

Leaving isn’t the 
hardest thing : essays 

Let me tell you 
what I mean 

Let the record show : 
a political history of 
ACT UP New York, 

1987-1993 

Let them lead : 
unexpected lessons in 

leadership from 
America’s worst high 
school hockey team 

     

The light of days : the 
untold story of women 
resistance fighters in 

Hitler’s ghettos 

A little devil in 
America : notes in 

praise of black 
performance 

The loft generation : 
from the de Koonings 
to Twombly, portraits 

and sketches 
1942-2011 

The loneliest 
Americans 

Love and other poems 
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Mike Nichols : 
a life 

The mirror and the 
palette : rebellion, 

revolution, and 
resilience : five 

hundred years of 
women’s self portraits 

The most fun thing : 
dispatches from a 

skateboard life 

A most remarkable 
creature : the hidden 

life and epic journey of 
the world’s smartest 

birds of prey 

Mother grains : 
recipes for the 

grain revolution 

     

My broken language : 
a memoir 

My darling from the 
Lions : poems 

My life in full : 
work, family, and 

our future 

Names for light : 
a family history 

The natural mother of 
the child : a memoir of 
nonbinary parenthood 

     

Night rooms : 
essays 

Nine days : the race to 
save Martin Luther 

King Jr.’s life and win 
the 1960 election 

Noise : a flaw in 
human judgment 

Nonbinary : 
a memoir 

On freedom : 
four songs of care 

and constraint 
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On juneteenth One Friday in April : 
a story of suicide 

and survival 

Orwell’s roses Out of many, one : 
portraits of America’s 

immigrants 

Pastoral song : 
a farmer’s journey 

     

Patricia Highsmith : 
her diaries and 

notebooks 1941-1995 

People love dead 
Jews : reports from a 

haunted present 

Pessoa : 
a biography 

The Afghanistan 
papers : a secret 

history of the war 

Pilgrim bell : 
poems 

     

The enlightenment : 
the pursuit of 

happiness 1680-1790 

Miss Dior : 
a story of courage 

and couture 

The plague year : 
America in the time 

of Covid 

Playlist for 
the apocalypse : 

poems 

Plunder : 
a memoir of family 
property and Nazi 

treasure 
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Poet warrior : 
a memoir 

Pop song : 
adventures in art 

and intimacy 

Pregnant girl : a story 
of teen motherhood, 

college, and creating a 
better future for young 

families 

The premonition : 
a pandemic story 

The price you pay for 
college : an entirely 

new road map for the 
biggest financial 

decision your family 
will ever make 

     

The prisoner : 
a memoir 

Punch me up to the 
gods : a memoir 

Putting it together : 
how Stephen 

Sondheim and I 
created Sunday in the 

Park with George 

Rationality : 
what it is, 

why it seems scarce, 
why it matters 

Real estate : 
a living autobiography 

     

(Re)born in the USA : 
an Englishman’s love 
letter to his chosen 

home 

The Red Boat fish 
sauce cookbook : 

beloved recipes from 
family behind the 
purest fish sauce 

Redeeming justice : 
from defendant to 

defender, my fight for 
equity on both sides of 

a broken system 

Refugee high : 
coming of age 

in America 

Remember : 
the science of 

memory and the art 
of forgetting 
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The right to sex : 
feminism in the 

twenty-first century 

Robert E. Lee and me : 
a southerner’s 

reckoning with the 
myth of the lost cause 

Run to win : 
lessons in 

leadership for 
women changing 

the world 

Scientist : 
E.O. Wilson, a life 

in nature 

The secret history of 
home economics : how 

trailblazing women 
harnessed the power 
of home and changed 

the way we life 

     

The secret of life : 
Rosalind Franklin, 

James Watson, Francis 
Crick, and the 

discovery of DNA’s 
double helix 

The secret to 
superhuman strength 

Seeing ghosts : 
a memoir 

Seek you : 
a journey through 

American loneliness 

Sellout : the major-
label feeding frenzy 

that swept punk, 
emo, and hardcore 

(1994-2007) 

     

Shaking the gates of 
hell : a search for 

family and truth in 
the wake of the Civil 

Right Revolution 

Shooting MIDNIGHT 
COWBOY : art, sex, 

loneliness, liberation, 
and the making of a 

dark classic 

A singing army : 
Zilphia Horton and 
the Highlander Folk 

School 

Singing like Germans : 
black musicians in 
the land of Bach, 
Beethoven, and 

Brahms 

Smile : 
the story of a face 
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Solid ivory : 
a memoir 

Somebody’s daughter : 
a memoir 

Sometimes I trip 
on how happy we 
could be : essays 

The soul of a woman Speak, Okinawa : 
a memoir 

     

Squirrel Hill : 
the Tree of Life 

Synagogue shooting 
and the soul of 
a neighborhood 

The state must 
provide : why 

America’s colleges 
have always been 

unequal – and how 
to set them right 

The sum of us : 
what racism costs 

everyone and how we 
can prosper together 

Sumac : recipes and 
stories from Syria 

The sunflower : 
cast a spell to save 
us from the void 

     

A swim in a pond in 
the rain : in which four 
Russians give a master 

class on writing, 
reading, and life 

Tacky : 
love letters to 

the worst culture 
we have to offer 

Taste : 
my life through food 

Taste makers : 
seven immigrant 

women who 
revolutionized food in 

America 

Tastes like war : 
a memoir 
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These precious days : 
essays 

Think again : 
the power of knowing 
what you don’t know 

The third pole : 
mystery, obsession, 

and death on 
Mount Everest 

This is your mind 
on plants 

Those we throw away 
are diamonds : 

a refugee’s search 
for home 

     

A thousand times you 
lose your treasure 

The three mothers : 
how the mothers of 

Martin Luther King Jr., 
Malcolm X, and 
James Baldwin 

shaped a nation 

Tom Stoppard : 
a life 

Traveling black : 
a story of race 
and resistance 

Travels with George : 
in search of 

Washington and 
his legacy 

     

Trejo : 
my life of crime, 
redemption, and 

Hollywood 

Twice alive The Twisted Soul 
cookbook 

The ugly cry : 
a memoir 

An ugly truth : 
inside Facebook’s 

battle for domination 
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Unbound : my story 
of liberation and the 

birth of the Me 
Too movement 

Under a white sky : 
the nature of 

the future 

Unsettled : what 
climate science tells 
us, what it doesn’t, 
and why it matters 

Until justice be done : 
America’s first Civil 
Rights movement, 

from the revolution 
to reconstruction 

Until proven safe : 
the history and future 

of quarantine 

     

Vanderbilt : 
the rise and fall of an 

American dynasty 

The Viking heart : 
how Scandinavians 

conquered the world 

Walk in my combat 
boots : true stories 

from America’s bravest 
warriors 

Walking with ghosts : 
a memoir 

Want me : 
a sex writer’s journey 

into the heart of desire 

     

Waterlog : 
a swimmer’s journey 

through Britain 

We are bridges : 
a memoir 

We do this ‘til we 
free us : abolitionist 

organizing and 
transforming justice 

We had a little real 
estate problem : 

the unheralded story 
of native Americans 

& comedy 

When evil lived in 
laurel : the “White 
Knights” and the 

murder of Vernon 
Dahmer 
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When I grow up : 
the lost auto-

biographies of six 
Yiddish teenagers 

White freedom : 
the racial history 

of an idea 

White magic : 
essays 

The whiteness of 
wealth : how the tax 
system impoverishes 

black Americans – and 
how we can fix it 

Who will pay 
reparations on my 

soul? : essays 

     

Winter recipes 
from the collective : 

poems 

The woman they could 
not silence : one 

woman, her incredible 
fight for freedom, and 
the men who tried to 
make her disappear 

Women and other 
monsters : 

building a new 
mythology 

Work won’t love 
you back : how 

devotion to our jobs 
keep us exploited, 

exhausted, and alone 

Work : 
a deep history, 

from the stone age 
to the age of robots 

     

A worse place than hell 
: how the Civil War 

Battle of 
Fredericksburg 

changed a nation 

Yearbook You got anything 
stronger? : 

stories 

You’re history : 
the twelve strangest 

women in music 

Afterparties : 
stories 
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Celestia 
by Manuele Fior 

Cyclopedia exotica 
by Aminder Dhaliwal 

E.X.O : 
the legend of 
Wale Williams 
by Roye Okupe 

I never promised you 
a rose garden 

by Mannie Murphy 

In 
by Will McPhail 

     

Monsters 
by Barry 

Windsor-Smith 

My begging chart 
by Keiler Roberts 

Run 
by John Lewis 

& Andrew Aydin 

Stone fruit 
by Lee Lai 

Wake : the hidden 
history of women-led 

slave revolts 
by Rebecca Hall 

  

  

Infinitum : an afrofuturist tale 
by Tim Fielder 

Lore Olympus 
by Rachel Smythe 
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